Action potentials and amphetamine release antipsychotic drug from dopamine neuron synaptic VMAT vesicles
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Based on lysotracker red imaging in cultured hippocampal neurons, antipsychotic drugs (APDs) were proposed to accumulate in synaptic vesicles by acidic trapping and to be released in response to action potentials. Because many APDs are dopamine (DA) D2 receptor (D2R) antagonists, such a mechanism would be particularly interesting if it operated in midbrain DA neurons. Here, the APD cyamemazine (CYAM) is visualized directly by two-photon microscopy in substantia nigra and striatum brain slices. CYAM accumulated slowly into puncta based on vacuolar H+-ATPase activity and dispersed rapidly upon dissipating organelle pH gradients. Thus, CYAM is subject to acidic trapping and released upon deprotonation. In the striatum, Ca\(^{2+}\)-dependent reduction of the CYAM punctate signal was induced by depolarization or action potentials. Striatal CYAM overlapped with the dopamine transporter (DAT). Furthermore, parachloroamphetamine (pCA), acting via vesicular monoamine transporter (VMAT), and a charged VMAT, substrate 1-methyl-4-phenylpyridinium (MPP\(^+\)), reduced striatal CYAM. In vivo CYAM administration and in vitro experiments confirmed that clinically relevant CYAM concentrations result in vesicular accumulation and pCA-dependent release. These results show that some CYAM is in DA neuron VMAT vesicles and suggests a new drug interaction in which amphetamine induces CYAM deprotonation and release as a consequence of the H\(^+\) countertransport by VMAT that accompanies vesicular uptake, but not by inducing exchange or acting as a weak base. Therefore, in the striatum, APDs are released with DA in response to action potentials and an amphetamine. This synaptic corelease is expected to enhance APD antagonism of D2Rs where and when dopaminergic transmission occurs.

Most antipsychotic drugs (APDs) are competitive dopamine (DA) D2 receptor (D2R) antagonists (1, 2). The standard view is that APDs, by being weak bases that are in equilibrium with an uncharged form, cross the blood–brain barrier to access extracellular receptor binding sites from the circulation. However, because APDs are weak bases, they have been proposed to accumulate also in acidic intracellular organelles by acidic trapping (i.e., the less abundant uncharged basic hydrophobic form enters organelles passively and then is protonated to become membrane-impermeant). This hypothesis was first explored by examining a D2 antagonist with a covalently added fluorophore and APD displacement of acridine orange (3). More recently, APDs were found to be released from brain tissue by depolarization, which is expected for any positively charged drug. However, follow-up experiments in hippocampal neuron cultures showed that APDs displace the acidophilic dye lysotracker red, implying there is overlap in intracellular distribution between APDs and lysotracker red. Furthermore, lysotracker red was found to accumulate in hippocampal neuron synaptic vesicles by acidic trapping without displacing native neurotransmitter and to be released in response to electrical stimulation. Thus, based on the assumptions that lysotracker red is a surrogate for APDs and that the depolarization-evoked increase in APD concentration in vivo is due to vesicular release, it was proposed that APDs accumulate in synaptic vesicles by acidic trapping and are released in response to action potentials by vesicle exocytosis (4). The finding of lysotracker red release by unidentified neurons in hippocampal cultures led us to consider directly monitoring a clinically used APD in a context relevant to its action.

First, we reasoned that the vesicle acidic trapping mechanism would be important in DA neurons because acidic trapping in vesicular monoamine transporter (VMAT) vesicles would ensure that concentrated APDs are coreleased with native DA to antagonize D2R activation precisely when and where needed (i.e., at active DA synapses). In this way, off-target effects would be minimized and drug efficacy enhanced. Second, we set out to identify an APD that could be imaged with multiphoton microscopy in the living brain slice. Here, the APD cyamemazine (Tercian; CYAM) is visualized directly by two-photon microscopy in substantia nigra and striatum slices. Based on this imaging, CYAM acidic trapping in DA neuron VMAT vesicles is established and effects of action potentials and an amphetamine on CYAM release from DA neurons are discovered.

Results

Two-Photon Excitation of CYAM. CYAM absorbs UV light and emits green-orange fluorescence, making it detectable by fluorescence microscopy (5). Furthermore, photooxidation of CYAM is reduced in biomimetic microenvironments (6), raising the
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We then examined whether CYAM accumulates in the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc), a region containing many DA neuron somata, and the striatum, a region with many DA neuron terminals. Applying a protocol developed for studying hippocampal cultures (4) revealed widespread punctate accumulation of CYAM in the SNc (Fig. 3 A and C). A similar effect was seen in striatum (Str) slices (Fig. 3D), which contain many DA synaptic boutons. Notably, this elimination is essentially complete, and thus not explained by the modest pH sensitivity of CYAM intrinsic fluorescence. Therefore, CYAM must have dispersed following organelle deacidification and drug deprotonation. These results show that CYAM is subject to acidic trapping in the SNc and striatum and is readily released when organelle pH gradients are collapsed.

Activity and Amphetamine Do Not Release CYAM from the DA Neuron Soma. We then examined whether CYAM accumulates in the soma of SNc DA neurons. First, ovoid neurons were patch-clamped and filled with the far red dye Cy5, which can be distinguished from CYAM based on spectral differences (Fig. 4A). DA neurons were then identified based on the voltage sag produced by hyperpolarization, spontaneous pacemaker activity, and broad action potentials (Fig. 4B). In electrophysiologically identified DA neurons, punctate CYAM was detectable (Fig. 4A). To verify this result independently, CYAM-treated slices were imaged before and after incubation with IDT307 (also called APP+, a fluorescent substrate of plasma membrane monoaminergic transporters (7–9). Because the DA transporter (DAT) is the only somatic monoamine transporter in the SNc, somatic IDT307 labeling identifies DA neurons. Based on IDT307 labeling, it was evident that CYAM accumulates in the DA neuron soma (Fig. 4C). Therefore, two independent approaches verified that CYAM puncta are present in the DA neuron soma.

**Fig. 1.** Two-photon excitation of CYAM. (A) Multiphoton excitation spectrum of 2 mM CYAM in phosphate-citrate buffer at pH 5.0 (●), pH 6.0 (▲), and pH 7.0 (●). CYAM fluorescence was measured and background-subtracted at the indicated wavelengths and pH values. Data are not corrected for changes in laser output with wavelength. (B) Two-photon excitation of CYAM. CYAM (2 mM) in phosphate-citrate buffer at pH 5 was excited with increasing levels of power at 780 nm. Circles (●) indicate individual data points, and the line represents the linear regression through those points with a slope of 2.04. AU, arbitrary unit; F, fluorescence.

**Fig. 2.** CYAM slowly accumulates into puncta in the SNc brain slice. (A) 2P images of CYAM fluorescence in the SNc of a midbrain slice before (Pre) and after 5, 10, 20, 30, and 60 min of 5 μM CYAM treatment at 37 °C. (Scale bar: 5 μm.) (B) Quantification of CYAM accumulation. Fluorescence from a 60 × 60-μm ROI expressed in arbitrary units was measured at the indicated time points. Circles (●) and error bars represent the mean and SEM of three experiments.
with 50 mM KCl evoked a decrease in punctate CYAM fluorescence (Fig. 6 A and B). Consistent with vesicle exocytosis, this effect was inhibited by either removing extracellular Ca²⁺ or supplementing the saline with 200 μM Cd²⁺, a Ca²⁺ channel blocker (Fig. 6 A and B). Second, 10-Hz field stimulation also evoked a CYAM response (Fig. 6 C and D). Interestingly, the 10% decrease in mean fluorescence is comparable to the decrease found using similar stimulation in the striatum with the false fluorescent neurotransmitter FFN102 before separating responders from nonresponders (11). Again, removing Ca²⁺ was inhibitory. Furthermore, the sodium channel blocker tetrodotoxin (TTX) abolished the response to field stimulation, showing that action potentials are necessary (Fig. 6 C and D). Together, these results suggest that action potentials evoke Ca²⁺-dependent vesicular release of CYAM in the striatum.

**Amphetamine-Induced CYAM Responses in Striatum Slices.** To determine whether CYAM could be present in DA endings, the APD and DAT were localized in the striatum slice. Two approaches were used. First, CYAM and IDT307 were imaged. IDT307 labeling was not punctate like CYAM, because this DAT substrate fills DA neuron processes but likely does not get packaged into vesicles (8). Importantly, punctate CYAM fluorescence was present in IDT307-labeled structures (Fig. 7A). Second, HA-tagged DAT was detected by immunofluorescence in striatum slices from knock-in mice (12). Again, there was overlap of DAT and CYAM (Fig. 7B). These two experiments suggest that some of the detected CYAM in the striatum is associated with DA neurons. However, optical microscopy cannot resolve whether CYAM is actually inside DA neurons.

Therefore, we took advantage of the facts that amphetamines are substrates for plasma membrane transporters [e.g., DAT, serotonin transporter (SERT)] (10, 13) and can reduce the vesicular pH gradient (14). Because the latter effect would be expected to counter acidic trapping, the effect of pCA was studied. Notably, 20 μM and 100 μM pCA lowered the average signal from striatal CYAM puncta (Fig. 8 A and B). This result does not exclude the possibility that pCA enters organelles passively to act by a weak base mechanism to decrease CYAM fluorescence. Therefore, we examined the effect of applying 500 nM reserpine to the slice, which effectively inhibits VMAT (15), just before pCA. With 100 μM pCA, reserpine had no effect, but reserpine inhibited the response to 20 μM pCA. Furthermore, striatal cells that had no monoamine transporters, which were identified based on lack of IDT307 labeling, failed to respond to 20 μM pCA but responded to 100 μM pCA (Fig. 8 C and D). Together, these experimental results show that 100 μM pCA acts as a simple weak base. However, 20 μM pCA requires VMAT to affect CYAM.

The reserpine effect at the lower pCA concentration could arise from DA and serotonin terminals in the dorsal striatum because both possess VMAT. Therefore, to determine whether pCA acted selectively in DA and/or serotonin neurons, DAT was inhibited with 10 μM GBR 12909 or 1 mM nomifensine and SERT was inhibited with 10 μM fluoxetine (Fig. 8 E and F). Upon inhibiting DAT-mediated uptake, pCA action was blocked. In contrast, inhibiting SERT had no effect. Moreover, GBR 12909, nomifensine, and fluoxetine had no significant effect on CYAM fluorescence in the absence of pCA. Together, these results show that widespread CYAM acidic trapping includes presynaptic DA vesicles from which the APD can be specifically depleted by an amphetamine.

**Mechanism of Amphetamine-Induced CYAM Release.** We then examined the VMAT-dependent mechanism mediating APD release by the lower concentration of pCA. Amphetamines are VMAT substrates and can induce DA release from DA-containing vesicles either by acting as weak bases to reduce the vesicular pH gradient.
or by inducing VMAT-mediated exchange with luminal DA (14–19). VMAT-mediated exchange can only occur with two VMAT substrate molecules (20). Therefore, to test whether exchange could occur with CYAM, the effect of the VMAT inhibitor reserpine on punctate accumulation of CYAM in the striatum was determined. Application of reserpine before CYAM did not affect CYAM accumulation into puncta in the striatum (Fig. 9A). Thus, CYAM accumulates without the involvement of VMAT. This result is expected for acidic trapping and is consistent with CYAM accumulation in nonmonoaminergic cells (example in Fig. 8C). Therefore, as expected, there is no indication that CYAM is a VMAT substrate. This finding implies that the pCA effect cannot be explained by VMAT-mediated exchange of pCA for CYAM.

Therefore, the possibility that VMAT promotes the entry of uncharged pCA to enhance the weak base effect was examined. This hypothesis predicts that a permanently charged VMAT substrate, which therefore cannot act as a base, would not affect accumulated CYAM. However, 50 μM 1-methyl-4-phenylpyridinium (MPP+) decreased CYAM in the striatum (Fig. 9B). This result rules out a facilitated weak base mechanism. Given that an exchange mechanism was also excluded, the MPP+ result favors an alternative model in which uptake of substrates by VMAT, which is associated with proton countertransport, displaces the APD from the DA vesicle (Discussion).

**CYAM Responses at Nanomolar Concentrations and Following in Vivo Dosing.** The results discussed above were obtained after incubating slices with 5 μM CYAM for an hour. Therefore, we assessed whether accumulation could be detected at the lower concentrations that are more likely to be encountered clinically. For detection, micromolar CYAM was required with the 1-h incubation. However, with a 3-h incubation, CYAM accumulation in striatum slices was detectable even at 5 nM, which is approaching the affinity for the drug for D2Rs (Fig. 10A and B). Furthermore, 20 μM pCA reduced the 5 nM CYAM signal (Fig. 10C). Thus, acidic trapping and amphetamine-induced release are still evident after reducing the CYAM concentration 1,000-fold. These results led us to explore whether slices isolated in the absence of added drug yielded a detectable CYAM signal after in vivo administration. Consistent with the known slow onset of clinical efficacy of APDs, a 2.5-mg/kg dose administered twice daily for 5 d (120 h) yielded detectable CYAM in striatal slices (Fig. 10 D and E). Furthermore, subsequent application of 20 μM pCA elicited a CYAM response (Fig. 10F). These results obtained with low concentrations in vitro and in vivo dosing demonstrate that CYAM accumulation in DA vesicles is not an artifact of high concentrations or direct application to slices. Therefore, together with the effects of amphetamine, action potentials, DAT inhibitors, reserpine, and MPP+, these results imply that synaptic DA vesicle exocytosis or amphetamines will result in corelease of DA and concentrated trapped APD.

**Discussion**

This study reports the direct optical imaging of a clinically relevant psychiatric drug in a living brain slice. First, multiphoton microscopy in the SNc and striatum establish that the APD CYAM accumulates by acidic trapping. Furthermore, the organelle CYAM pool was found to respond to action potentials in the striatum. Thus, drug released in response to synaptic activity by many neurons may contribute to the ongoing blockade of D2Rs by APDs. Because optical measurements also demonstrated acidic

![Fig. 4. CYAM in SNc DA neurons. (A, B) Electrophysiological confirmation of SN DA neuron CYAM accumulation. During whole-cell patch-clamp recordings, cells from control and CYAM-treated slices were filled with patch-pipette solution containing 10 μM sulfo-Cy5-COOH (Cy5). (A) Pseudocolored summed z-projections of CYAM (yellow) and Cy5 (magenta) fluorescence signals. (Scale bar: 10 μm.) (B) Representative current-clamp voltage traces of electrophysiological characteristics used to establish dopaminergic identity of a cell. (Top) Characteristic Ih voltage sag and spontaneous rebound spiking activity of a neuron that was current-clamped at −60 mV, followed by a 4-s, −250-pA current injection. Slow pacemaker activity (Middle) and broad action potentials (Bottom) are characteristic of SNc DA neurons. (C) Colocalization of CYAM (yellow) and two monoamine neurons in the SNc identified with IDT307 (magenta). (Scale bar: 10 μm.)](pnas.org/10.1073/pnas.1503766112)
trapping in DA neuron VMAT vesicles, these experiments suggest that the efficacy of APDs could be especially enhanced by synaptic corelease with DA. Specifically, corelease would ensure that the D2R antagonist is present in the synaptic cleft when and where DA transmission occurs. Given limitations in on-rate and the preferential clearance of DA, but not APDs, we propose that synaptic vesicle APDs may be particularly effective following bursts of DA neuron activity, which are thought to be important for behavior (21). Furthermore, CYAM and DA can be coreleased in response to amphetamine. Therefore, acidic trapping of the APD promotes D2R antagonism at active sites of physiologically or pharmacologically induced DA release but, otherwise, retains APDs to reduce off-target effects.

Interestingly, the effect of the lower concentration of amphetamine on vesicular APD is not accounted for by two common models (i.e., vesicle deacidification by a weak base effect, VMAT-mediated exchange with no net proton flux) (16, 19, 22). First, if pCA-mediated CYAM release were merely a result of unprotonated pCA passively entering into the cell and vesicles, this effect would be independent of monoamine transporters and the amphetamine must enter the cell via DAT and then the vesicle through VMAT to induce CYAM release. Finally, consistent with fibroblast experiments (5), CYAM uptake is also not based on being a VMAT substrate, arguing against VMAT-mediated pCA-CYAM exchange and supporting acidic trapping as the mechanism for CYAM accumulation.

Because two prior models have been excluded for explaining the amphetamine effect, we suggest a mechanism based on the rapid dispersion of CYAM upon deprotonation (Fig. 3 B and C) and the function of VMAT, which transports two luminal protons out of the vesicle lumen for every monovalently charged substrate molecule transported into the vesicle (20). Because amphetamines are VMAT substrates, upon acute application, their transport into vesicles will produce countertransport of protons out of vesicles (i.e., because VMAT is a monoamine-proton antipporter). In this way, amphetamines are similar to tyramine, which can act both as a weak base and as a VMAT substrate that induces proton countertransport out of the vesicle (23, 24). The resultant efflux of protons will promote deprotonation of CYAM inside the vesicle, which, in turn, induces CYAM diffusion out of the vesicle. According to our model, the ability of unprotonated CYAM to leave the vesicle passively leads to a rapid buffering of luminal pH to limit engagement of slower vacuolar H+-ATPase activity. The rapid and passive exit of CYAM contrasts with DA, whose VMAT-mediated efflux will be slowed by the interaction of luminal catecholamine with ATP, its greater hydrophilicity, and VMAT kinetics. Therefore, this model posits that amphetamine can induce different mechanisms to release CYAM and DA from vesicles. Indeed, this mechanism could be the basis of a novel interaction between weak base drugs and VMAT substrates.

Our experiments showed that Ca\(^{2+}\)-dependent CYAM responses were evoked by depolarization or action potentials in striatal terminals, but not in the SNc DA neuron soma. Similarly, amphetamine was effective in the striatum, but not in SNc DA neuron somata. The simplest interpretation of the depolarization and activity results is that somatic accumulation occurs in acidic

---

**Fig. 5.** Acute depolarization and activity do not affect somatic CYAM in DA neurons. 2P images (A) and quantification of CYAM fluorescence change (ΔF) in SNc IDT307-positive soma before and 2 min after (Post) treatment with aCSF (control; n = 13), 50 mM K\(^+\) aCSF (50 mM K\(^+\); n = 18), and 0 mM Ca\(^{2+}\)/50 mM K\(^+\) aCSF (0 only; n = 5). IDT307 (magenta) and CYAM (yellow) fluorescence colocalization is shown in the pseudocolored overlay in A. Note that release would produce a positive value for ΔF, not the statistically insignificant negative value seen here. (C) Electrophysiologically identified CYAM containing SNc DA neurons as described in Fig. 4 A and B were electrically stimulated via patch pipette with twelve 10-s-long bouts every 10 s at a frequency of 10 Hz as depicted in the schematic at the bottom of C. Each 10-s, 10-Hz stimulation bout resulted in a train of action potentials as shown in the voltage trace in C. Representative 2P image (C, Top) and quantification of the change in CYAM fluorescence (ΔF) in unstimulated (control; n = 12) and electrically stimulated (10 Hz; n = 8) SNc DA neurons. The patched cell is indicated in the pseudocolored overlay with the intracellular Cy5 fill in magenta and the CYAM fluorescence in yellow. Bars represent mean ± SEM. (Scale bars: A and C, 10 μm.)
organelles that are not competent for release (lysosomes, endosomes, and autophagosomes). Furthermore, pCA experiments suggest that VMAT-containing organelles in the soma are sparse, and therefore obscured by other acidic organelles or are not acidified. It is also possible that 20 min of pCA treatment was too short to detect a somatic CYAM response, because the false fluorescent neurotransmitter FFN102 is released from the soma of DA neurons only after 40 min of incubation with 1 μM amphetamine (11). Nevertheless, the region-specific differences in CYAM responses suggest that the soma, in contrast to terminals, is not optimized for vesicular release of DA and CYAM.

Acidic trapping of drugs in synaptic vesicles not only focuses when and where a drug is released but also affects the local concentration of APD upon release. In addition to being D2R antagonists, many APDs affect other targets at higher concentrations, including the ether-a-go-go–related gene potassium channel (ERG; reviewed in 25). Indeed, ERG potassium channel inhibition has been suggested to play a role in the efficacy of APDs because of its role in depolarization blockade (25, 26). Sodium channels are another low-affinity target of APDs that are implicated in DA neuron depolarization blockade (27). Therefore, localized concentrated activity-dependent vesicular release following acidic trapping could contribute to the non-canonical effects of APDs.

This study demonstrated the feasibility of imaging an unmodified clinically relevant drug in the living brain slice. By imaging CYAM with multiphoton microscopy, it was possible to observe drug distribution directly in the tissue and determine conditions for release. We found CYAM is sequestered by acidic trapping into acidic organelles in both the soma and axons of multiple neuron types, but most importantly for this D2R antagonist, it accumulates into synaptic VMAT vesicles of DA neurons and is released by activity and an amphetamine. Beyond their relevance for APDs, these studies establish the feasibility of
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**Fig. 6.** Activity and depolarization evoke Ca\(^{2+}\)-dependent CYAM release in the striatum. 2P images (A) and quantification of the change in punctate CYAM fluorescence (B; ΔF) in striatum slices taken before and 2 min after treatment with aCSF (control; n = 7), 50 mM K\(^+\) aCSF (50 mM K\(^+\); n = 8), 50 mM K\(^+\) aCSF without Ca\(^{2+}\) (50 mM K\(^+\)/0 mM Ca\(^{2+}\); n = 4), or 50 mM K\(^+\) aCSF with 0.2 mM Cd\(^{2+}\) (B only; 50 mM K\(^+\)/0.2 mM Cd\(^{2+}\); n = 5). Representative 2P images (C) and quantification of the change in striatum CYAM fluorescence (D; ΔF) before and after field stimulation (10 Hz, 30 mA for 2 min) in time-matched control conditions without stimulation (n = 11), and 10-Hz stimulation in aCSF (10 Hz, n = 16), in aCSF without Ca\(^{2+}\) (10 Hz/0 mM Ca\(^{2+}\); n = 5), and in aCSF with 1 μM TTX (10 Hz/TTX; n = 8). (Scale bars: A and C, 2 μm.) Bars represent mean ± SEM. *P < 0.05.
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**Fig. 7.** CYAM accumulates in striatal DA endings. (A) 2P image from the striatum treated with CYAM (yellow), followed by incubation with IDT307 (magenta). (B) Confocal image of HA-DAT immunofluorescence (DAT; magenta) and 2P image of CYAM fluorescence (yellow) in striatum. White arrows indicate some areas of colocalization. (Scale bars: 5 μm.)
using multiphoton microscopy to image psychiatric and neurological drugs directly in the brain slice to study their mechanisms of action.

Materials and Methods

Slice Preparation. All experiments were conducted according to University of Pittsburgh Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee-approved protocols and National Institutes of Health guidelines. Postnatal day 13 male Sprague–Dawley rat pups and their mothers were obtained from Hilltop or Harlan Laboratories. Knock-in mice with an HA tag on the external surface of the DAT (HA-DAT) have been previously described (12). Rats and mice were housed in the University of Pittsburgh vivarium, maintained on a 12:12-h light/dark cycle, and had ad libitum access to food and water.

Midbrain slice preparations from both rat and HA-DAT mice were performed as previously described for rats (28), with the addition of including the striatum in the sectioning. In brief, postnatal day 14–28 male Sprague–Dawley rats or HA-DAT mice were anesthetized with isoflurane and decapitated. The brain was then quickly removed and placed into ice-cold, 95% O\textsubscript{2} and 5% (vol/vol) CO\textsubscript{2}-saturated, sucrose-modified artificial cerebral spinal fluid (s-aCSF) containing the following: 87 mM NaCl, 75 mM sucrose, 2.5 mM KCl, 25 mM NaHCO\textsubscript{3}, 1.25 mM NaH\textsubscript{2}PO\textsubscript{4}, 0.5 mM CaCl\textsubscript{2}, 7 mM MgSO\textsubscript{4}, 25 mM glucose, 0.15 mM ascorbic acid, and 1 mM kynurenic acid (pH 7.4). Coronal striatum and midbrain slices containing the SNc (250 μm) were cut using a Vibratome 3000 (The Vibratome Company) in ice-cold s-aCSF and then held in s-aCSF at room temperature for 30 min.

CYAM (Sigma–Aldrich) slice treatments were initially based on protocols used by Tischbirek et al. (4): Brain slices were treated for 1 h at 37 °C with 5 μM CYAM in 95% O\textsubscript{2}- and 5% CO\textsubscript{2}-saturated aCSF containing the following: 124 mM NaCl, 4 mM KCl, 25.7 mM NaHCO\textsubscript{3}, 1.25 mM NaH\textsubscript{2}PO\textsubscript{4}, 2.45 mM CaCl\textsubscript{2}, 1.2 mM MgSO\textsubscript{4}, 11 mM glucose, and 0.15 mM ascorbic acid (pH 7.4).
Figure 9. VMAT does not affect CYAM accumulation, but mediates depletion. (A) CYAM accumulation is VMAT-independent. Striatum slices were pre-treated with ACSF followed by CYAM treatment (control) or pretreated for 30 min with 500 nM reserpine followed by 1 h of coincubation with CYAM. (Bottom) Quantification of CYAM accumulation of six, 60 x 60-μm images per treatment is displayed as mean ± SEM. (B) MPP⁺, a positively charged VMAT substrate, mimics pCA-induced changes in CYAM fluorescence. 2P image of CYAM-treated striatum slice treated with 50 μM MPP⁺ for 20 min. (Bottom) Quantification of the change in CYAM fluorescence with MPP⁺ treatment (n = 4–7 slices per treatment). (Scale bars: 2 μm.) *P < 0.05.

The slices were then held at room temperature until use. Subsequently, 0.005 μM CYAM, 0.1 μM CYAM, and 1 μM CYAM were incubated with tissue for 1 h and 3 h at 37 °C for concentration response experiments. For in vivo administration, CYAM in 0.9% sterile saline was injected i.p. twice daily at a dose of 2.5 mg/kg starting on postnatal day 14. Striatum slices were made 3 h after the morning dose on the first day (3 h) and then 48 h and 120 h later.

HA-DAT Immunohistochemistry. Striatum slices from HA-DAT mice (12) were prepared as above. Because the HA epitope in these animals is extracellular, no fixation or permeabilization was required. Slices were rinsed three times in room temperature ACSF, followed by a 1-h incubation at 37 °C with mouse anti-HA.11, clone 16812 (BioLegend), at 1:250 in ACSF. The slices were then rinsed three more times with ACSF at room temperature for 5 min each time. The secondary antibody, Cy5 donkey anti-mouse Fab (Jackson Immunoresearch Laboratories), was used at 1:100 in ACSF with 5 μM CYAM and was incubated with the tissue at room temperature for 1 h. Unbound antibody was then removed with three 5-min washes in ACSF at room temperature. The live slices were then held at room temperature in 5 μM CYAM in ACSF until use.

Imaging. Multiphoton imaging experiments were conducted on an Olympus Fluoview FV1000 upright confocal scanning microscope equipped with a Coherent Chameleon Ultra titanium/sapphire laser. The excitation light was attenuated with an acoustical optical modulator and expanded with a motorized telescope (LSM Technologies) before being focused with an Olympus LUMPlanFLN 60×, 1.0-W water immersion objective. CYAM has a reported emission spectrum of 450–675 nm, with a peak around 550 nm (5). The emission spectrum of Cy5 is 640–770 nm, with a peak at 665 nm. The emission beam was split with a T635LPx r dichroic mirror, and the CYAM signal was passed through a FF01-535/150 band-pass filter to a cooled gallium arsenide phosphide photomultiplier tube (PMT) (Hamamatsu Photonics). The Cy5 signal was passed through an HQ679/60m filter to a cooled bialkali Hamamatsu Photonics PMT. Both PMTs were used in conjunction with a nondescanned detector (LSM Technologies).

To determine the multiphoton excitation spectrum for CYAM, 50 mM CYAM in DMSO was diluted to 2 mM in pH 5, pH 6, and pH 7 phosphate-citrate buffer. Although peak fluorescence was between 740 and 750 nm, slice imaging used an excitation wavelength of 780 nm to minimize background and to excite both CYAM and Cy5. To determine the number of photons it takes to excite a CYAM molecule with 780 nm of light, 2 mM CYAM in phosphate-citrate buffer, pH 5, was excited with increasing laser power. The log of the resulting fluorescence intensity was plotted against the log of the laser power, and the slope was found by linear regression.

For experiments in which HA-DAT was labeled with the Cy5 Fab secondary, confocal microscopy was used for figure images due to the low multiphoton signal of the Cy5 Fab. A single-photon excitation wavelength of 635 nm was used for Cy5 Fab. CYAM was excited with 2P excitation and imaged as above. The 2P CYAM and 1P Cy5 images were then aligned with the “align slices in stack” plug-in from the MacBiophotonics suite of plug-ins (www.macbiophotonics.ca/software.htm) for ImageJ (NIH; imagej.nih.gov/ij).

In experiments for which it was important to localize CYAM puncta to monoaminergic neurons, the fluorescent monoamine transporter substrate, IDT307 (also known as APP®) was used (7–9). IDT307 has a wide 2P excitation spectrum ranging from ~700–950 nm, with a peak at 870 nm (8). Its emission spectrum also overlaps with the emission spectrum of CYAM, at 450–600 nm (8). To eliminate the problem of overlap, 2P images of CYAM fluorescence were taken before a 10-min application of 0.5–1 μM IDT307 (a generous gift from Randy Blakely, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN). The 2P images of IDT307 were then taken with an excitation wavelength between 850 nm and 910 nm to reduce the overlap between IDT307 and CYAM signals further.

In all imaging experiments, data were acquired at 10 μs per pixel and had an axial spacing of 1.5 μm, and experiments were performed at room temperature. The stacks from before (pre)- and after (post)-stimulation/treatment were then compared by visual inspection relying on anatomical landmarks (cell bodies, nuclei, and vessels) to choose single optical sections from each stack that represent the same focal plane before and after treatment. In the striatum, only a single optical plane per time point was analyzed. However, in the SNc, the three central optical sections of a soma were summed using the “Z-projection” plug-in from the MacBiophotonics suite of plug-ins for ImageJ. Prestimulation- and poststimulation-summed stacks of somas were then aligned with the “align slices in stack” plug-in from the MacBiophotonics suite of plug-ins for ImageJ.
Electrophysiology. Patch electrodes were fabricated from Corning 7056 Patch Glass (Warner Instruments) and coated near the tip with beeswax to reduce the pipette capacitance (tip resistance of 4–6 MΩ). The pipette solution contained the following: 120 mM potassium gluconate, 20 mM KCl, 10 mM Hepes, 2 mM MgCl₂, 0.1 mM EGTA, and 1.2 mM ATP disodium salt (pH 7.3). Room temperature oxygenated aCSF was used for bath superfusion of both CYAM and Cy5. Image was taken with the same settings as the prestimulation image for both CYAM and Cy5.

Baf A and NH₄Cl Experiments. Unloaded SNc and striatum slices were treated with aCSF alone or with 10 mM or 1 μM vacuolar H⁺ ATPase inhibitor Baf A (Sigma–Aldrich) for 30 min at room temperature. Slices treated with ACSF were then treated with either aCSF with 0.01% DMSO (negative control) or 5 μM CYAM (positive control). CYAM (5 μM) was added to both Baf A treatments. All slices were then incubated for 1 h at 37 °C. 2P CYAM fluorescence was then compared across all treatments. To explore retention, SNc and striatum slices loaded with CYAM were treated with either aCSF or aCSF with in which 5 mM NaCl was replaced with 5 mM NH₄Cl. During application, a 2P image of CYAM fluorescence was taken every 5 s for 60 s.

KCI Depolarization. In KCl depolarization experiments, SNc and striatum slices loaded with CYAM were pretreated for 10 min with aCSF (control), aCSF in which CaCl₂ was replaced with MgCl₂ and 1 mM EGTA was added (0 mM Ca²⁺), or aCSF with 0.2 mM CdCl₂ added to block calcium channels (0.2 mM Cd²⁺). The slice was then simulated for 2 min with either aCSF (time-matched control) or aCSF with 50 mM NaCl replaced with 50 mM KCl, 50 mM KCl and 0 mM Ca²⁺, or 50 mM KCl and 0.2 mM Cd²⁺.

Field Stimulation. In electrical field stimulation experiments, striatum slices loaded with CYAM were pretreated for 10 min with aCSF (control); 0 mM Ca²⁺; 0.2 mM Cd²⁺; or aCSF with 1 μM TTX, a voltage-gated sodium channel blocker (Alomone Labs). The slices were maintained in either control, 0 mM Ca²⁺, 0.2 mM Cd²⁺, or 1 μM TTX conditions while 2-ms-long pulses of 0 or 30 mA of current were passed between platinum electrodes placed on either side of the slice at a frequency of 10 Hz for 2 min.

pCA and MPP⁺ Experiments. The pCA acts as a substrate for DAT, SERT, and VMAT to release DA and serotonin (10, 16, 30). Therefore, to determine if CYAM is in DA VMAT-expressing vesicles, combinations of DAT, SERT, and VMAT vesicular trapping of clinically relevant doses of CYAM. (A and B) Striatum slices were incubated for 1 or 3 h at 37 °C with 0, 0.005, 0.1, 1, and 5 μM CYAM. (A) Representative 2P images of slices treated for 3 h with CYAM at the concentrations indicated. (B) Concentration vs. fluorescence curves for 1 h (a, n = 4-5 slices per concentration) and 3 h (b, n = 3–13 slices per concentration) of incubation with CYAM at the concentrations indicated. (C) Change in CYAM fluorescence due to a 20-min application of 20 μM pCA or control in slices treated for 3 h with 5 μM CYAM (n = 4–7 slices). (D and E) For chronic in vivo CYAM treatment, striatum sections were collected from rats treated twice a day with a 2.5-mg/kg IP injection of CYAM, 3 h after the morning injection on the first (3 h), third (48 h), and sixth (120 h) days. Representative 2P images (D) and quantification of CYAM fluorescence of striatum slices (E) from rats chronically treated with CYAM (n = 4–5 slices per treatment). (F) Change in CYAM fluorescence due to a 20-min application of 20 μM pCA or control in slices from rats after 120 h of in vivo CYAM treatment (n = 4–5 slices per treatment). *P < 0.05 vs. control. (Scale bars: A and C, 5 μm.)
VMAT inhibitors were coapplied with pCA. Striatum slices loaded with CYAM were preincubated for 5–10 min with aCSF (control); 10 μM GBR 12909 (Tocris), a DAT/DARPP blocker; 1 μM nomifensine (Sigma–Aldrich), a DAT/norepinephrine transporter blocker; 10 μM fluoxetine (Sigma–Aldrich), a SERT inhibitor; or 500 nM reserpine (Sigma–Aldrich), a VMAT inhibitor. To each of these pre-treatments, 20 μM PCA (Sigma–Aldrich) was added for 20 min. MPP+ (50 μM; Sigma–Aldrich), a positively charged VMAT substrate, was applied to CYAM-loaded striatum slices for 20 min. To test whether blockade of VMAT by reserpine affects CYAM uptake, untreated striatum slices were preincubated with 500 nM reserpine for 30 min before coapplication of reserpine and CYAM for 1 h at 37 °C.

**Analysis:** Image analysis was performed with the MacBiophotonics suite of plug-ins for ImageJ. Pre- and posttreatment images were chosen and aligned as stated above (*Materials and Methods, Imaging*). For striatum slices, the pre-image was copied and the threshold function of ImageJ was used to create a mask from the top 3% brightest areas for rapid region of interest (ROI) selection. The “analyze particles” plug-in was then directed to use the mask ROI on both the pre- and post-images to measure mean fluorescence intensity per area, area, and raw intensity in arbitrary units, depending on the experiment. The process was similar for SNCs. CYAM fluorescence, except the ROI from the pre-image was created manually, excluding the nucleus. Both pre- and post-values were background-subtracted. The background fluorescence was measured in unloaded/empty cells, nuclei, or areas without structure. All ROIs were manually inspected, and those ROIs in which the puncta obviously moved or disappeared completely were discarded from analysis. However, post hoc analysis revealed that discarding such puncta had no effect, implying they made a minor contribution to the measurements. Similarly, some puncta got brighter. These ROIs were kept unless movement was obvious or the value was determined to be an outlier with Grubbs’ test for outliers.

Percent fluorescence change (ΔF) was calculated by the following equation:

\[
\Delta F = \left( \frac{\text{Post} - \text{Pre}}{\text{Pre}} \right) \times 100.
\]

Therefore, a positive fluorescence change indicates a decrease in fluorescence. Fluorescence change values were also normalized to the change in the control experiments to allow comparison across experimental conditions.

**Analysis of the NH4Cl experiment** was performed using the “Plot Profile” function of ImageJ. For puncta in SNC cell bodies (single optical plane, not summed) and striatum, the line tool was used to select the region through which to measure the fluorescence intensity profile. Those intensities were then plotted as a function of position, before and after treatment.

All values reported throughout this paper are the mean ± SEM. For striatum, an average ΔF of all puncta within a 60 × 60-μm area of a slice was calculated, and the mean ΔF of those slices is reported here. Therefore, for striatum data, n represents the number of slices per treatment, and for SNC, n represents the number of soma per treatment. Statistical significance was determined with paired t tests or, when there were multiple experimental groups, one-way ANOVA followed by a Dunnett’s multiple comparison post hoc test in which the treatments were compared with a single control condition.
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